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Check out our Editors' Choices for this collection! Make a pleasant surprise for your friends and colleagues.

Buy matching gift sets in our online store. Tips for choosing a font for a site To make your site visible in
search engines, use those fonts that provide good readability of the text. Please note that fonts may vary for

site styles and layouts. Do not use Latin fonts for writing large texts. They look unnatural and get dirty
quickly. A font that has simple vertical lines works best, but it can be a little larger for small text. This will
make them more distinguishable. Good text can be beautiful at any size. Avoid using standard fonts (larger
than usual) - they create a feeling of shapelessness. Choose the type of writing that best suits your style. Use

a simple but clear style for small notes and introductory paragraphs, and, conversely, complex style for
invitation letters. If you're using your own site design, try to get a little creative and make it look pretty.

With the help of different colors and effects, you can convey all the elegance of the style of your site. Learn
from the mistakes of other companies. Do not repeat other people's tricks - they only lead to conflicts.

Refuse stupid identical blocks - this does not decorate the site. Get familiar with special fonts or typefaces
if you're not sure what you like on their own. However, pay attention to the fact that the font style should be

thoughtful, not "soviet". In this case, such a font will have to be abandoned. Copyright 2015 All rights
reserved Church in general.In the Churchill memorial museum, which is located 12 kilometers west of

Yorkshire, along the road by which he visited London, you can find a real dog, which is mentioned in the
book "Autobiography": "I rode next to Colonel Ellis-Jones. Her name was April, so she could be called on
the train if necessary. She has been under my protection for many years. I often saw her when she rode her
bike around. She was an affectionate dog. Colonel's testimony: "She often rode near my car." During my
visit to Churchill, the little dog often stood guard at his door, but never for a second allowed himself to

approach. Obviously, she was out of favor with Churchill. In one of the letters written after a trip to Europe,
Churchill writes: "We are approaching Cambridge, the weather is magnificent today ... I am lucky ... I am

sure that my health has improved significantly." Speaking of the "dogs" of many well-known politicians, one
can recall the relationship between Bush and Pat O'Brien, Prime Minister of Canada, during their joint

election campaign in 1990. â€œShe was a gift,â€� Oâ€™Donnell recalls. - It was believed that it belonged
to Winston Churchill. She has become a symbol. Pat O'Vail, Prime Minister of Canada, always compared
her to Churchill." â€œShe was extremely majestic and knew how to leave an impression. At some point, it
seemed to me that she should have compared me with Churchill rather than vice versa. She became Pat's

best friend." Shortly before his death, he even wrote a book about her - Winston Churchill's Dog - in which
he told the story of her friendship with Churchill and much more. The last volume of Churchill's collected
works was published almost immediately after Churchill's death, in November 2010. The book contained
Churchill's memories of the dog. â€œI have loved a dog all my life. She gave me emotions, was my valet

and could tell me so many interesting things,â€� wrote Churchill. He also wrote about the dog of his party
partner Luke Davis: â€œSometimes he boasted that their dog Linda was
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